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Frequently Asked Questions  
  
  
1. Do I need to register for MyMobile Banking Services (MyMobile)?/Where can I subscribe 

for MyMobile?  
  
Yes, you would need to register for MyMobile via Maybank2u.com/Kawanku ATM*.   
Upon successful registration, you will receive an SMS notification on how to access this service.   
  
*Available at selected Kawanku ATM.  
  

2. What are the key benefits of this service?  
  

MyMobile works on almost all phone models, including non-smartphones and smartphones. 
No Internet connection is required to access MyMobile. You can access banking services 
and perform banking transactions at your convenience via your mobile phone from 12:31am 
till 11:59pm.  

  
3. What are the compatible mobile phones for MyMobile?  

  
MyMobile is accessible through almost all types of phones, depending on the phone model. 
You are encouraged to test your phone compatibility with MyMobile by dialing *500*888#. If 
you receive this message: “You are required to register with Mobile Banking Service to have 
full access to this service”; then your phone is compatible with MyMobile.     

  
4. Which telecommunication operator offers this service?  

  
As of now, the telecommunication operators that are providing this service are:  

i. Celcom ii. 
Maxis   
iii. Digi  

  
More operators will be participating soon.  

  

5. If I am already registered to Maybank’s existing mobile banking service, do I need to 
register for MyMobile?  
  
Yes, to use MyMobile, you will still need to register for MyMobile Banking Services in order to 
view your bank accounts and perform banking transactions via MyMobile.  

  
6. Can I access MyMobile if I have not registered with Maybank’s Internet Banking service?  

  

Yes, you can access MyMobile without a need to have Maybank’s Internet Banking. Please 
proceed to register with MyMobile via ATM.   

  
7. What types of bank accounts can be linked to MyMobile?  

  
MyMobile can be linked to a maximum of 3 of every current, savings and credit card account 
available on your Maybank2U accounts. Prepaid credit cards and AMEX charge cards are 
not allowed.     
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8. Do I need to download any application to access this service?   

  
No, you do not need to download any application as MyMobile is running on a USSD 
platform. Dial the short-code *500*888# and press CALL to start using MyMobile Banking 
Services.  
  

9. Do I need Internet access on my mobile phone to access MyMobile?  
  
No, you do not need an Internet connection to access MyMobile.   

  
10. What are the services available on MyMobile?  

  

Registration via 

Maybank2u.com  

Functions  
Available on  
MyMobile  

Registration via  
ATM  

Functions  
Available on  
MyMobile  

  
MyMobile  
Registration,   
Account  
Maintenance  &  
Bill Maintenance*  

  

- Account Inquiry  

- Prepaid Top-up  

- Favorite Bill 

payment**  

- Payment to  

Government  

Agencies  

(DBKL & 

SSPN)  

- Fund Transfer  

(Own Account, 

Favourite 3rd 

party Account, 

Favourite  

Interbank 
GIRO  

& Mobile-to- 

Mobile  

Transfer)  

  

  
MyMobile  
Registration &  
Account  
Maintenance*  
  

  

- Account 

Inquiry  

- Prepaid Topup  

- Payment to  

Government  

Agencies  

(DBKL & 

SSPN)  

- Fund Transfer   

- (Own Account  

& Mobile-to- 

Mobile  

Transfer)  

  
- Favourite 3rd 

party Account  

& Favourite  

Interbank  

GIRO***  

  

  
11. What is mPIN?  

  
mPIN is a 6-digit PIN manually created by you to access MyMobile during the MyMobile 
registration.   
  

12. What is Mobile to Mobile Fund Transfer?   
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Mobile to Mobile Fund Transfer is a new, and hassle-free way for you to perform funds 
transfer. All you need to do is enter your recipient’s mobile number. An SMS will be delivered 
to the recipient to inform the recipient that they have received a fund transfer request from 
the particular mobile number. The recipient will be given 24 hours to respond to the request 
from the moment they receive the SMS.  

  
13. What is the minimum amount of Mobile to Mobile Fund Transfer?  

  
Minimum amount for Mobile to Mobile Fund Transfer is RM 1.00.   

  
14. How soon will the fund be transferred to the recipient’s account for Mobile to Mobile 

Transfer  
  
The fund will be transferred immediately when the recipient confirms the Mobile to Mobile  
Transfer.  

  
15. What is the usage of authorisation code for Mobile to Mobile Transfer?  

  
Once MyMobile Services has accepted the fund transfer request from the sender, MyMobile 
Services will send the authorisation code to the sender via SMS. The sender will need to 
provide the authorisation code to the recipient in order for the recipient to receive the fund. 
The sender is advised to call the recipient to provide the authorisation code and NOT to 
provide the authorisation code via SMS.  

  
16. Can I perform Mobile to Mobile Transfer to a recipient who is not a registered MyMobile 

user at Maybank or any other banks?  
  
Yes. You can perform Mobile to Mobile Transfer to both registered MyMobile users and 
nonregistered MyMobile users.   
  

17. How can unregistered MyMobile users receive Mobile to Mobile Fund Transfer from the 
sender?  
  
The unregistered MyMobile users will need to dial MyMobile shortcode of *500*888# and 
thereafter, select Bank and to input the account number manually that they would like to 
credit the fund to.   

Standard telco charges RM0.20 for a maximum of 4 minutes session apply when customer dials 
in to receive mobile-to-mobile transfer funds.  

For now, only Maxis and Celcom unregistered users would be able to accept mobile to mobile 
funds.   
  

18. What is the transaction limit for the available transactions?  
  
The transaction limit* is defaulted at RM3,000.00 for Favourite 3rd Party Funds Transfer & 
Favourite Interbank Funds Transfer, while the Mobile to Mobile Funds Transfer transaction limit 
is RM1,000.00 for 3rd party transfer & RM1,000.00 for Immediate Interbank Funds Transfer 
(IBFT).   
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For Pinless Top Up, the maximum daily reload is RM 100.   
  

*MyMobile transaction limit is shared with Internet Banking transaction limit (for registered 3rd 
Party Transfer & Interbank GIRO).  

  

19. Why does the MyMobile session drop every 4 minutes?  
  
A MyMobile session is configured by the Telcos with a 4 minutes timeframe configuration. A 
MyMobile session would automatically drop upon expiry of the 4 minutes. To resume your 
session, redial the *500*888# shot-code.  
  

20. What is Transaction ID?   
  
Transaction ID is your reference number for tracking purposes. In the event of any disputable 
transactions, you can use the Transaction ID available on the SMS message.  
  

21. Do I need to register for Mobile Prepaid Reload?  
  
No separate registration is required for mobile prepaid reload through MyMobile. You can reload 
to any mobile number.   

  
22. Can I view the transactions relating to my account?  

  
You will be able to view up to a maximum of 9 latest transaction records.  

  
23. Why do I see duplicated names for Fund Transfer/Bill Payment?  

  
Due to system limitation of maximum characters allowed on the MyMobile platform, 
MyMobile is only displaying nicknames entered when you create a particular favourite 
account. If you see any duplicated names, please edit the nicknames via Maybank2u.com.     
  

24. Can I access MyMobile anywhere in Malaysia?  
  
Yes, MyMobile is accessible anywhere within Malaysia.   

  
25. Can I use MyMobile while on international roaming?  

  
MyMobile is available within Malaysia only.   

  
26. Is there a charge for using MyMobile?  

  
i. Telco charges  

You will be charged RM0.20 for a maximum of 4 minutes session.  
  
ii. MyMobile Charges 

 
Functions Charges 

Fund Transfer to Own Account RM0.30 

Fund Transfer to 3rd Party Account RM0.30 
Fund Transfer to InterBank Account RM0.60 
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Bill Payment RM0.00 

Credit Card Repayment RM0.15 

Mobile Reload RM0.30 
Mobile to Mobile Transfer (within Maybank) RM0.60 

Mobile to Mobile Transfer (InterBank) RM0.60 

 
  

  
27. What if I change my mobile phone number?  
  

You will need to terminate your MyMobile service and register your new number via an 
available authorised channel. Please contact Maybank Call Centre at 1300 88 6688 for 
further assistance.  
  

28. If I have 2 mobile phones, can I access MyMobile from two separate mobile numbers?   
  
No, your banking accounts will be tied to one mobile number at any given time.    

  
29. If I don’t use MyMobile for a period of time, will it be deactivated?  

  
Yes, if you do not login to MyMobile for 6 months, your account will be deactivated for security 
purposes.   

  
30. What security precautions should I take when using MyMobile?  

  
Transactions carried out with MyMobile are secured. However, we also recommend you to do 
the following:  
  
i.  Do not store your mPIN in your phone. Memorise your mPIN.  ii. Do not 
reveal your mPIN to anyone to access your MyMobile on your behalf iii. Access 
MyMobile privately at a safe location.   
  
If the above has been compromised, we recommend that you contact Maybank Call Centre 
at 1300 88 6688 to deactivate your MyMobile Banking service immediately to safeguard 
yourself against any possible fraud.  

  
31. How do I confirm my transaction status on MyMobile?   

  
Once a MyMobile transaction has been successful, a confirmation SMS will be sent to your 
mobile phone.   

  
32. In the event of transaction dispute, how do I check MyMobile transaction?  

  
You may call our Maybank Call Centre at 1300 88 6688. As part of our commitment to 
ensure our customer’s best privacy and interest, we could only respond to enquiries from 
MyMobile customers’ who initiated the transactions.    

  
33. What happens if I lose my mobile phone?  
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Please contact Maybank Call Centre immediately to deactivate your MyMobile service. Our 
agent will assist you on the deactivation of your MyMobile service. All your pending 
transactions will be expired when you deactivate your MyMobile service.   


